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Holy Spirit says: 

“Now begins the merger of Christ’s spiritual Kingdom in the earth realm with 

the Kingdom of heaven in the spirit realm in ways and in levels never seen 

before. The merger will accelerate a New Era Pentecost. Power and 

Kingdom authority will be seen on the earth as has never been seen before. 

Glory presence will fill prepared territories, regions, and it will fill this nation 

with surge after surge of the King's manifest presence.  

The enemies of our Kingdom will become disoriented and fight each other, 

resulting in freedoms decreed by the King’s Ekklesia and assisted by My 

angel armies. For I will surely release My mighty angels to labor with you. 

Yes, a merger now begins of the King's spiritual Kingdom of the earth realm 

with the Kingdom of heaven and its mighty angels. My Ekklesia will run with 

the angels. Glory surges will now begin to roll through the nation. They will 

roll through my Ekklesia hubs in the earth realm and you will see the 

increased strikes of Holy Spirit and His angels. 

Yes, suddenlies are coming to enemies of My Kingdom. You will now see 

the rollout of a series of suddenlies planned to overpower demonic thrones. 

Suddenlies, suddenlies, and sudden suddenlies.   

Align yourself with My authority from heaven, My angels, My principalities, 

My powers, My dominions that are activating with you in the earth realm. 

My princes (angel princes) have arrayed for battle.  My dominions have  
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arrayed for battle. My mighty ones have arrayed for battle. They have 

received their positional assignments in the earth realm.  

For it is time for the strike of My Kingdom armies. I will set My messengers 

on fire with My message. I will cleanse the lips of My prophets. I will cleanse 

the lips of My apostles, teachers, pastors, and evangelists and I will cause 

the fire on My Ekklesia altars to blaze. My seraphs will minister with My 

heirs from those altars. 

Blazing, purging fires of holy cleansing will rise and cleanse the iniquity as 

My strong ones co-labor with My remnant warriors. For the Lord of hosts 

decrees, let the breakthrough events begin. Let the plans of awakening 

unlock. Let the harvest plans be implemented. Let doors of victory open. 

Ekklesia, receive new keys for new times. Decree the keys with 

commanding voices. Decree gateways of promise open. The merger is 

rapidly accelerating. The networks are now merging together. The streams 

are merging together. The movements are merging together. The 

outpourings are merging together. The callings are merging together.  

For the heirs of My glorious Ekklesia will move into a new season of 

outpourings, under the canopy of the massive outpouring of heaven that I 

will lead in the earth realm. The outpourings are not seasonal, says the 

Lord. They are in a season of outpourings that will continue merging in a 

building of power, productivity, and functioning authority.  
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A wave of momentum will begin its push through the King’s Kingdom, 

energizing new identity to reach a harvest to fullness, a harvest now due. 

Massive change will be seen and the King of Kings will be glorified, 

energizing a new identity in the heirs, energizing healings, miracles, and 

energizing a supernatural reset in the earth realm with My heirs, with My 

Ekklesia, and in the nation.  

Yes, My people are receiving a new identity. Some of My leaders are 

receiving a new identity. Others are receiving increased authority in My 

Kingdom. Churches are receiving new mantles. It is time for the reset and it 

is time for the advance of My Kingdom into the plans ordained for your 

times, says the Lord.”
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